APA Style Manual Resources – Brian Quinn

Databases

Print Sources
APA Style Guide to Electronic References (Z 253 .A42 2007)

Web Resources
http://www.crossref.org/guestquery/ CrossRef is a handy resource for looking up DOI’s.
Landmarks Citation Machine http://citationmachine.net/index.php?page=about
Style Wizard http://www.stylewizard.com/
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For additional examples, please consult The Chicago Manual of Style 15th ed., available in the reference collections of many Library locations (call number Z253 .U69) or refer to The Chicago Manual of Style Web site. See below! Rob Weiner. Rob.weiner@ttu.edu

Books (One author)

Bibliography:

Note:

Books (Two to three authors)

Bibliography:

Note:
Don Adams and Arlene Goldbard, Creative Community: The Art of Cultural Development (New York: Rockefeller Foundation, Creativity & Culture Division, 2001), 41.

Journal Article (One author)

Bibliography:

Note:

Newspaper Article

Bibliography:
Notes:

Electronic Journal Article

Bibliography:

Notes:

Electronic Book

Bibliography:

Notes:

Thesis or Dissertation

Bibliography:
Notes:

Web Site

Bibliography:

Notes:
Rutgers University, "The National Marriage Project," http://marriage.rutgers.edu

Taken From
http://library.osu.edu/sites/guides/chicagonotesgd.php#booksone

Please also see
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
General Resources for Style Manuals – compiled by Tom Rohrig

IRIS - selected subject headings

Academic writing – Handbooks, manuals, etc.  Authorship – Style manuals
Bibliographical citations  Broadcast Journalism – Authorship
Dissertations, Academic – Handbooks, manuals, etc.  Government publications – Bibliography – Methodology
Humanities – Authorship – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Journalism – Style manuals  Medical Literature – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Medical writing – Handbooks, manuals, etc.  Printing – Style manuals
Psychology- Authorship
Scholarly publishing – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Social sciences – Authorship - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Web Resources and print sources

General

Assembling a List of Works Cited in Your Paper- Duke University Libraries
APA, MLA, Turabian, and Chicago Citation Styles - Long Island University
Associated Press stylebook and briefing on media law.  2007. STACKS PN4783 A83 2007
Author’s handbook of styles for life science journals.  Atlas. STACKS R119 A85 1996
Citation Center – Citation Generator
Citations – Internet Public Library - Tools and resources for creating citations.
Cite right: a quick guide to citation styles—MLA, APA, Chicago, the sciences, professions, and more. Lipson. 2006. REF PN171 F56 L55 2006
The Columbia guide to online style. Walker and Taylor. 2nd ed. 2006. STACKS PN171 F56 W35 2006
How to Cite- Texas Tech University Libraries
Microsoft Word2007 software - Click on References Tab – Citations & Bibliography section allows you to build/and manage your sources.
Research and Documentation Online, http://www.dianahacker.com/resdoc/home.html by Diana Hacker
WorksCited4U – Bibliography builder.
EndNote Resources
EndNote Web training http://endnoteweb.com/training/
EndNote Web Quick Reference Card
http://www.endnoteweb.com/support/helpdocs/EndNoteWebQRC.pdf
My EndNote Web https://www.myendnoteweb.com

AAA (American Anthropological Association)
American Anthropological Association Style Guide

ACS (American Chemical Association)

AIP (American Institute of Physics)

AMA (American Medical Association)

APSA (American Political Science Association)

APA (American Psychological Association)
APA Style.org: Electronic Resources-
Using APA Format - Purdue University Online Writing Lab

ASA (American Sociological Association)
ASA Format: American Sociological Association - California State University printable guide
ASA Format - California State University

CSE (Council of Science Editors)
CSE Style
Scientific style and format: the CSE manual for authors, editors, and publishers. 7th ed. STACKS T11 S386 2006

COUNCIL OF MLA (Modern Language Association)
MLA Style: Citing Sources from the World Wide Web
Using MLA Format - Purdue University Online Writing Lab

Turabian
Turabian Citation Guide - Ohio State University Libraries
Citing Government Documents Resources

Tom Rohrig Associate Librarian  Tom.rohrig@ttu.edu  806-742-2238 x280

Web Resources
Citing Government Documents – APA - University of Nebraska. Extensive examples given.
Citing Government Documents – Columbia University Libraries – Good list of print/electronic sources for citing documents, including NARA, electronic media, NCHs publications, etc. Citing Government Documents/Government Agency Style Manuals - University of North Texas. Excellent source. Gives many links to other webpages. Includes links to style manuals of specific agencies and how to cite foreign government documents.

Citing Government Documents – MLA – University of Nebraska. Extensive examples given.

Citing Maps Ohio Wesleyan. Detailed list of examples for citing maps.

DocsCite – ASU Libraries - a step-by-step guide to putting govt publ. cites into proper style format using APA and MLA.

Introduction to Basic Legal Citation - Cornell. Detailed listing of how to cite all types of legal documents.

Uncle Sam - Brief Guide to Citing Government Publications - good basic overview of citing government documents.

Print Sources


Things to remember when citing government documents!

1. No one guide to citing government documents.

2. Rely on style manual and special guides and webpages to properly cite documents.

3. Documents often use corporate authors instead of personal authors.

4. There are many specific types of documents, e.g. hearings, statutes, laws, etc. which makes it challenging.

5. Use the name of the department, office, sub-agency, or institute responsible for document and, if it isn’t well known, also give name of higher level dept. to which it belongs.